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INTRODUCTION

The program of the educational discipline " ScM;iat medicine, helatli care oTgał-LL--ii
in accordance wjth the educationa] and professional program for training speciaJists of d)c sĘEii|
level ofspecialties 222 "Medicine" and 221  "Dentistry", rield ofknowledge 22 "Health care-. i-
"On   Higher  Education"   dated   01.07.2014  No.   1556-VII   (Article   13,   Clause   7),   Pro`is-U

Organjzation   of  the   Educational   Process   at   the   lntemational   Academy   of  Ecology   and   LE€±T±L±L=L-.
methodologica] recommendations approved by the CentTa] Methodologjcal Office of the Higher Ed`]c-i]--
medical education of the Ministry of Health of ukraine regardiTig the development of programs of ed._r*Q±
dźsciplines in accordance rith industry standaTds of hjgheT education. The djscip]ine "SociaJ mediciTie. lielń
care organization " belongs to the section ofGeneral training of the curriculum for the preparation of studcnts
of higher education of the second educational (master's) Ievel.

The educational discipline "Socia] medicine, he[ath care organization " involves mastering:
biostatistics , which involves the definition and analysis of basic biostatistical indicators and critena

based on the principles of evidence-based medicine;
population health statistics based on the analysis of a complex of medical  indicators (demographic,

morbidjty, disabilio, physica] development);
health care organizations, i.e. system activities to ensure preservation. strengthening, and restoration•ofpopdationhealth,]ncludingmeticalcareorganizationsandpublichealthsystems,

the economic foumdations of the system of medical care for the population based on the study of the
organizational and legal basis of the activity of health care institutions in market conditions, economic analysis
and mć;thods of evaluating financial and economic activity jn the field of health care.

Description of tlie academic discip]ine

Name
Field of knowledge, direction Characteristics of the academic

oftraining (specialty), discipline
indicators educati ona] and qua] i ficationlevel

ful[-time educatioD

The number of credits is Branch of knowledge:
11.5 22 "Healthcare''

Modules - 2

Specialty:222"Medicine".221"Dentistry"
Year:

Content module - 2 11

Semcster
The total number ofhouisis345 III,  IV

iLectu res

Education level:master

20 hous
Practica] training

30 hous
Indei)endent (individual) work

40 houTs

Ope of controL
final control

The subject of study of the academic discipłine is modem principles of evidence-based medicine,
theoretical and methodological foundations of biostatistics, laws of population health, health caTe system, its
organi2ation and economy.

InterdiscipLibary connections.
" Social medjcine, helath care organization  " as an academic discipline:



is based on students' study of academic disciplines:  history of medicine, informatics, ethics, hygiene
and ecology, epidemioLogy, sociology and medical sociology, fundamentals of economic theories;

lays the foundations for the study of the organization of the treatment and diagnostic process, as well
as the assessment of its scope and qLiality when studying clinical disciplines;

provides a study ofthe lega] and organjzational foundations of the health care industry;
contributes to the  fomation of the  preventive direction of activities of future doctors,  taking  into

account the possible impact on the health of the population of factors of various origins, risk assessment in
the development of complex medical and social measures in interaction with the public health system;

contributes  to  the  fomation  of  an  economic  worldvjew  and  basic  competence  characteristics
regarding the methodology ofeconomic analysis ofthe activities of medical institutions in modem conditions.

1. PURPoSE oF THE STUDy AND TASK oF THE EDUcATloNAL DISclpLmE
1.1.   The   purpose   of  studying   the   educational   discipline   "   Social   medicine,   helath   care

orgaDization   "  is to masteT the necessazy knowledge, skills and acquire competences in research, analysis
and evaluation of population health indicators, organization, resource provision and activity ofthe health care
system.  development  ftom  the  standpoint  of evidence  of medicine,  i.ecommendations  on  pTevention  and
elimination of the harmful effects of factors on health and on improving the organization of medical assistance

Cto the population and the public health system.
1.2. The main tasks of the academic discipline "Social medicine. helath care organizntion " are

±

mastering the theoretical foundations of biostatistics;
mastering modem principles of evidence-based medicine;
familiarization with methods of definition and analysis of basic biostatistical indicators and criteria;
assimiLation of methodical and theoretical bases of fomation of statistical aggregates for their further

adequate ana]y si s;
assimiŁation ofthe methods of definition, analysis and assessment ofthe main indicators of population

health accoTding to separate criteria and in relation to the factors affecting it;
assimilation of Tegularities and features of the formation of population health;
mastering  the  principles  of developing  measures  to  preserve  and  strengthen  the  health  of the

population and its individual contingents;
mastering the theoretical foundations amd legal foundations of the health care system, its fimctions

and strategic directions of development ;
mastering the principles, directions, tasks of the public health system;
mastering the basics of the organization of medical care, the principles of evaluating the organization

and the quality of providing various types of medical cane to the population in the conditions of refoming the
health c" sector;

fbrmation of know]edge on the issue of djsabi]ity examination, its types, order of organization and
actions of medical workers regarding specific situations of disabilibr examination;

mastenng the principles of deve]opment of management solutions aimed at improving the activities
of health care institutions;

mastering the basics of economic ana]ysis of the acti`rity of a medical institution;
mastering  the  principles  of analysis  and  evaluation  of financial  and  eoonomic  indicators  of the

economic activity of medical institutions for the purpose of rational use of available resources;
formation of knowledge on issues of price policy,  strategic and tactical  planning of the economic

development of a medical institution,
familiarization urith the devetopment of a business plan for entTepreneiirial activity in the health care

system
13. Competences and leaming outcomes , the formation of which contributes to the discip]ine:

1.3.1. Intemał comoetence is the ability to solve typical and complex specjalized tasks and practical problems
in professional  activities  in the  field of health care, or in the leaming process,  which involves conducting
research  and/or  imp]ementing  źnnovations  and  is  characterized  by  the  complexity  and  uncertainty  of
conditions and requirements.
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1.3.2. General comDetences :
•      abilibr to apply knowledge in practical situations;
-     knowledge and uderstanding of the subject area and understanding of the pTofession.
-     the abiliqr to self-regulate and lead a healthy liftstyle, the ability to adapt and act in a new s]mi-_
-     the ability to choose a communication sdategy; ability to work h a team; interpersonal skills.
-      skills in using information and communicatjon technologies;
-     the abilźty to abstract thinking, amalysis and synthesis, the abiliv to leam and be modernly educated`
-     the ability to evaluste and ensure the quality ofperformed works;
-     detemination and persisteTice in relation to assigned tasks and assumed duties;
-     the ability to act socially responsibly and consciously.

1.3.3.  St)ecial (Drofessional. subiect\ comoetences  :
•     the ability to assess the main indicators ofpopulation health;
-     the ability to assess the impact of socio-economic and biological deterTmnants on hea]th, their trends in

LEL

different population gToups, risk determination;
the ability to identiD  manifestations of hea]th  inequa]ities caused by  social  determinants and develop
appropriate measures to reduce them;
the  abiliU  to  apply  basic  concepts  and  concepts  of evidence-based  medicine  and  biostatistics  when
planning, conducting and intórpreting research results;
the ability to organize the provision and integration of medical assistance to the population;
the ability to ensure control over the quality of provided health care services at am appropriate level;
the  ability  to  plan  and  conduct  disease  prevention  measures  among  the  population,  including  in
cooperation with public health specialists;
the  ability  to  develop  and  implement  systems  for  monitoring  and  evaluating  the  effectiveness  of
interventions in preventive and diagnostic or screening progTams;
the  ability  to  analyze  the  activjty  of the  health  care  system,  institutions,  divisions  or  hedth  care
professionals;
the ability to conduct an examination of working capacity;
ability to process state, social and medical infomation.
abihty to cany out advocacy, communication and social mobilizatjon in the field of public health using
various communication channels and techniques;
ability to identify health priorities, conduct needs assessments, develop and implement evidence-based
strategies, and propose evidence-based interventions.

Ma trix of competences'No
Competence KnowLedge Skill Communication Autonomy andTespnsibility

1 2 3 4 5 6
1. Conducting Knowledge of To have standard The ability to Responsibility

epidemiological epidemiologica] methods of fomulate for the validity
and medical- (descriptive, descriptive, conclusions ofconclusions
statistical ana]yti cal ) amd analytical about the state of regardjng the
researches on the medical-statistical epidemiological health of the state of health of
health of the research methods. and medical- population based the population
population Knowledge ofthe statistical on the data of

requirements for studjes. epidemiologicd
diagnostic tests that Be able to and medical-
can be used for calculate and statistjcal
screening studies. evaluate studies.
Knowledgeofrisk indicators of The ability to
indjcators and individual and interact with
methods oftheir population specialists of the
calculation health. in infomation and

dvnamics and analvtical units



1

1

when compared in order to obtain
with average data on the state
static data. ofhealth of thepoDulatlon_

2..(' Pr-ssing of Knowledge of Be able to The ability to Responsibility
medical standard detemine the fom conclusions for high-quality
infomation. procedues, source of finding based on the and timely

including modem the necessaTy analysis and processing and
computer information; statistical analysis of
information ability to prmssing ofthe statistical
technologies, for perfo- received information.
processing medical statistical infomation.
infomation. processing ofmaterialandanałysisofreceivedinfomation.

3. Assessment of Know]edge of To be able to The ability to Responsibility
the impact of socio-economic evalt]ate the fomulate for the validity
socjo-economic and bjologica] re]ationshj p and conclusions ofassessments
and biological deteminants that influence of regarding the ofrisk factors
deteminants on affect the health of socio-economic influence of for the health of
health. the population and biological socio-economic the population.

factors on the and biological
health of an factoTs on the
individual, health ofthe
family'populationhealth. pOpulation.

4. Carrying out Knowledge ofthe Be able to The ability to Responsibility
measures foT the health care system. organize your interact' for the validity
organization and Knowledge of o\" work includin8 ofconclusions
integration of types of medical and working in a infomationally, regarding the
medical care. care and ma]n team with junior with colleagues. improvement of

typs of health staffor in an the organization,
care facilities. interdisciplinary routing and

team; ensuring the
detemine the integration of
patient' s rationalmedicalroute. medical care.

5. Carrying out Knowledge of the To be able to The abjlity to Responsjbility
measures to main control the obtain the for the validity
ensure the characteristi cs of quality of necessary ofmanagement
quality and the quality of medical care infomation from decisions at the
safety of medical care. based on specified level of a doctor,
medical care. KnowLedge of the statistical data, sou[ces. Abiłity institution, unit

main components exper' to infom regardng the
of improving the evaluation and relevant officials improvement of
quality of medical sociologica] to ensure the quality of
care, requirements research data, to conditions medical care.
for medical identiS factors Degarding
standardization that Drevent



6. Carrying out an Basic knowledge To be able to The abilit}  to          R=ęĘqri-m
examination of of medical and determine the organize                 ł-cT tł]e `lL
working social expertise. presence and jnteraction uith       of
capacity. Knowledge of the degree of life the head of the           .           |e

main nomative restrictions, the mit, the medical I"md
documents type, degree and and advisory '  social

regulating the duTation of commission exam]nanon of
establishment of disability in a avlcc), the woTk capacit}
the type, degTc€ simuJated medjcal and
and duation of clinical and s«ial expert
incapacity for organizatźona] commission
work. sitLLation based (MSEK) on the
Knowledge ofthe on data about tiie issues of work
rmin types of disffise and its capacity
tempoTaTy COuse. examination.
disability and the Be able to draw
procedue for its up relevant
implementation. documentscertiDingtemp0raryźncapacitv.

7. Conducting an Knowledge of the Be able to The ability to Responsibiliv
analysis of the main indicators calculate and receive for the validity
activity ofa characterizing the evaluate the infomation from ofdecisions
doctor, unii activibr of the main indicators Televant sources regaTding the
h®lth care main types of ofthe activity of about the improvement of
institution. health care a doctor, unit, activities of a the activity of

institutions and medical care doctor, unit, the doctor,
units. faciliD. health care institutionmealth
Knowledge of the Be able to detect institution. care unit.
main medical and activity defects
organizational and the reasons
factors that affect for thejr
the activity ofthe fomation.
doctor ofthe unit, To be able to
health care substantiate
institution. managementdecisioTisregardingtheimprovement oftheactivityofthedoctorandthehealthcareinstitution.

8. Imptementation Knowledge  of the Be abte to assess Based     on     the Tobe
of       preventive principles           amd the  health  stams results     of    the responsible     for
measures. methods               of of   patients   and analysis    of   the the    timely    and

promoting              a the population in health   status   of high-quality
healthy lifestyle. the service area the     population, implementation
Knowledge  of  the B e        abl e        to Prepare of  measuTes   to
state  of  health  of organize infomation     for assess the  health
the  patient and the promotion   of   a local status                of
population  and  the healthy  lifestyle, management  and contingents      of

Drimary health             care the     Dot)ulation.



principles              of prevention        of authorities; meas ures           to
prevention. diseases           amd regarding   health improve     health

injuries     mortg promotion. and          ź mprove
the population. health,  advocateahealthylifestyle,andprimaryprevention.

9. Maintenance of Knowledge of the Be able to The abi]ity to Responsibility
medical official document detemine the "ive d\e for                   the
documentation management source and necessary completeness

system in the location of the infomation from and    quality    of
professiona] work required a specified infomation
ofadoctor, information source. analysis          and
includjng modem depending on its The     abi]źty     to conclusjons
computer b,Pe. fom conclusions based      on      its
infomation Be able to based      on      the analysis.
technologies. process analysis    of   the

infomation and recejved
analyze thereceivedinfomation. infoTmation.

Leaming otitcomes .
1.  Interive final DroEram learnim outcomes . the formation of which is fŁcnitated by the educational

discipline,
-      acquiring knowledge, skills and acquiring competences in assessing the health status ofthe population and

the influence of deteminants on  it,  risk assessment, as well as the development and implementation of
pieventive measures aimed at preserving, strengthening the health and social well-being of the population;

-     acquiring knowledge, skills and acquiring competences in evaluating the activity of the health care system,
institutions, divisions or health care profćssionals;  identif}/ing and eliminating negative factors  affćcting
their work, as well as developing measures to improve the organization and improve the activities of health
care professionals and institutions.

2. Leami"! outcomes for the disciDline.

l.-AL:a#T.o:f|:::::i:::+##T#ł+=T#:ą#:ZŁ#h:=#:::L#03,##TŁm|stiTo:J|ę##:
health care organization system;

-     theoretical and methodological foundations of social medjche and public health;
-     basic organizational elements of statistical reseaTch;
-     methodologjcal  bases  and  criteria  for  choosjng  the  main  adeq+iate  mediods  of analysis  for  testing

statistical hy potheses ;
-     understand the key features of healthcare systems, including types of services and how they are delivered;
-     knowledge of various healthcare professionals' roles and responsibilities;
-     understand djfferent healthcare financing methods and reimbuTsement models;
•     comprehend the scope and fiinction ofoutpatient services and primary care in heaLthcare;
-     gain knowledge about hospital operations, types, and the role ofhospitals in healthcare delivery;
-     understand the principles of managed care and integrated healthcare systems;
-     knowledge ofthe types, purposes, and challenges oflong-term care services;     .
-     understanding the unique health needs of diverse populations, including vulnerable groups;
-     comprehend the relationship between cost, access, and quality in healthcaJe;
-     gain insight into health policy formulation, implementation, and its impact on healthcare services;
-     theoretical and methodjcal bases ofanaJysis of statistical results, theźr evaluation and description in order

to fomi reasonable conclusions;
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peculiarities of interpretation of the concept of "health", indicators of population health;
regularities in the formation of the demographic situation, its features in different countries;
components of the medical and social signjficance of moTbidity and methods of its study;
classification of risk factors, assessment of their possible impact on public health;
legd principJes of modem health care;
basic principles and types of medical assistance to the population, peculiarities of medical provision of
various contingents of the urban and rural population (women, childTen, workers of enterprises, elderly
people);
the  organjzation  and  content of the  work  of medica]  institutions  and  doctors  of the  main  specialties
(family,   district   therapists   and   pediatricians,   obstetricians-gynecologists,   geriatricians,   doctors   of
emergency medicine, hygienists, etc. );
principles of mandatory and voluntary health insuance;
feamres of management systems and components of the management process

-     the main strategic and tactical plans for the economic development ofthe medical institution;
-     definition of a marketing strategy that wjll ensue the maximum satisfaction of the population's needs in

medical care;
•     detemination ofthe price policy aimed at the implementation ofthe strategic and operational tasks ofthe

medical institution ;
-     development ofa business p]an for entrepreneuria] activity in the health caTe system;

1 -     the basic principles of detemining the insurance premium for vołmtary health insuTance;
-     principles ofdetermining the optimal payment method for medical service pToviders;
•     stages of conducting an economic analysis of the activities of medical institutions and enterprises.

As a result of studying the discipline  "Social medjcine, helath care organization  ", the student shou]d be
able to:
-     analyze and evaluate the state ofhea]th ofthe population;
-     analyze  and  evaluate  state,  social  and  medical  information  using  standard  approaches  and  computer

i nfomation technologies;
-     analyze and evaluate different healthcare delivery models;
-     identiD tlie appropiiate Lise of djfferent healthcare professiona]s in patient care;
-     apply knowledge of financing methods to understand heaLthcare economics;
-      assess the role ofprimary care and outpatient services in overall patient care;
-      evaluate hospital services and their effectiveness in patient care;
-     analyze the impact ofmanaged care and integrated systems on healthcare deliveTy;
-     assess the needs for long-term care and plan appropriate services;
.-     develop strategies to address the health needs of special popu]ations;

`.-     evaluate healthcare services based on cost, accessibility, and quality;
-      analyze and critique health policies, understanding their implications for healthcare delivery;
-     assess the impact ofadverse factors on the state ofhealth ofthe population (individual, family, population)

in the condjtions of a medjcal jnstjtution according to standard methods, assess risk;
-     detemine  public  health  priorities,  conduct  needs  assessment,  propose  science-based  measures  and

develop appropriate strategies ;
-     to plan disease prevention measues among the popu]ation to prevent the spread ofdiseases;
-     cany out advocacy, communication, and social mobilization in the field of public health using various

communimtion channels and techniques;
-     to analyze and evaluate the activity ofthe health care system, its legal. financial, personne] support;
-     to carry out statistical, economic and financial and economic anałysis of the effectiveness of health care

institutions;
develop and plan management solutions aimed at improving the activities of health care institutions;
to organize the provision of medical services, to ensure control over the qualibr of the provjded services
at the appropriate level;
di.aw up strategic and tactical plans for the economic development of the medical institution;
draw up business projects in the field of health care;



-      form goals and determine the structure of personal activity based on the result of the analysis of certain
social and personal needs;

•     to be aware of and be guided in their activities by civil rights, fieedoms and duties, to raise the general
educational cultural level.

As a result of studying the discipline "Social medicine, helath care organization ", the student is ready to:
-      promote pro-health behaviors;
-     formulate opinions on various aspects ofprofessional activity;
-     implement the principles of professional comradeship amd cooperation in a team of specialists, including

representatives of other medical professions, also in multicułtural and muttinational environment;
-      demonstrate sensitivity to social and hea]th issues jn society;
-     demonstrate an understanding of the importance of cultual relativjsm and its impact on the health and

illness behaviors of people fiom different cultures.

2. INFORMATloN voLunm oF THE EDuCATloNAL DlsclpLHVE
345 hours,  11,5 ECTS credits are allocated to the study of the academic discipline.

3. pROGRAM oF EDUCATloNAL DlsclpLmE
•              The  types  of traiDiDg  sessions  according  to  tl]e  curriculum  are  lectues,  practical  sessions,

independent work of students and consultations.
The  lectures  cover  the  main  theoretical  material  of a  single  or  several  topics  of the  academic

discipljne, reveal the main problematic issues of the relevant sections of the discipline.
Practical classes involve a detailed examination by students of individual theoretical provisions of

the  academjc  dscipline  with  the  teacher  and  the  fomation  of the  skj]ls  and  abilities  of their  practical
application through the student's individual performance of fomulated tasks and solving situational problems.

The  independent  work  of students  involves  the  student's  masteiy  of the  educational  material,
namely, the independent study of individual topics ofthe academic discipline in the time fiee from mandatory
educational classes, and dso  involves preparation  for all types of contro].  Tlie educational  material of the
discipline provided by the working curriculum for assimilation by the student in the pTocess of independent
work  is  submjtted  to  the  final  control  along  with  the  educationa]  mate]ial  tha(  was  worked  out  during
classroom classes.

Consułtatiotis (jndividual  or group)  are  held  rith the aim  of helping  students to  uderstand and
clariS issues that are difficult for independent understanding. to solve complex problems that arose during
independent processing of educational material in prepaTation for a practica] class, a final class or before an

•?Xam.t Adequate teacl)ing methods are used when studying the discip]ine.
According  to  the  sources  of knowledge,  teaching  methods  are  used:  verbal  -  story,  explanation,

lecture, instruction; visual - demonstration, illustration; practical - practical work, problem solving. According
to the nature ofthe logjc of knowledge, methods are used: analytical, synthetic, analytical-synthetic, jnductive,
deductive. According to the level of independent mental activity, methods are used: problem-based. partially
research-based, research.

MODULE 1. Princip]es of Health Care Organizatiob
Speciricgoais
-     compare amd contrast djfferent hea]thcare deliveiy systems and understamd the factors influencing these

Systems;
identify the key roles of healthcare pToviders and understand the importance of ethics in healthcare;
explain the various financing and reimbusement methods and their effects on patient care;
understand the importance of primary care and outpatient seTvices and be able to djscuss the challenges
faced by these services;
analyze hospital operations and the impact of management and administration on patient care;
understand the structure and function of managed care and integrated systems and be ab]e to assess their
effectiveness.
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Topic 1. Major Characteristics of Hea[tlicare De]ivery Service
Evolution of healthcare delivery. Comparative health system models. Technology's impact on service

livery.   Patient-centered  care  models.   Healthcare  delivery  settings  (rural  vs.   uban).   Regulatory  and
jtation impacts on deliveTy.
Topic 2. Healtl)care Providers aDd Professionals
Provider  roles  and  scope  of practice.  Interprofessional  care  teams.  Credentialing  and  continuing

education.  Provider distribution and healthcare deseits.  Impact of provider bumout on care quality.  Ethical
decislon-making in clinical care.

Topic 3. Fimncing and Reiml)ursement Methods
lnsuLrance models (private, public, mixed). Payment methods (fee-for-service, capitation, value based).

Cost-sharing   mechanisms   (deductibles,   co-pays).   The   ro]e   of   govemment   in   healthcare   financing.
Reimbursement challenges for providers. Impact of reimbusement on patient access.

Topic 4. Outpatient Serviceś and Primary Care
Role  of primary  care  in  hea]th  promotion.  Mode]s  of outpatient care  (walk-in  clinics,  telehealth).

Challenges in prov,iding comprehensive outpatient services. Quality indicators for oi[tpatient care. Preventive
care strategies in outpatient setings. Patient navigation and cafe cooTdination.

Topic 5. Hospitals

jŁHe:S,::#%oTesoT€ossepT:j=:Lne;p:ł°a::j:]hgm°]V:mgŁjLe:gdesa#]:::r]at;::uQUuar]ógnahnodspsżatifi;sD±nm:%::tca;
pTeparedness and response.

Topic 6. Managed Care and li)tegrated Systems
Principles  of managed  care.  Types  of integrated care  systems  (ACOs,  PCMHs,  HM0s).  Managed

care's impact`on cost and quality. Challenges in implementing managed care practices. Patient outcomes under
managed care. Legal and regulatory considerations.

Topic 7. I,ong-term Care Services
Types of long-tem care and seTvices offered. Financjng ]ong-tem care. Quality measures jn ]ong-tem

care.    Regulatory    challenges   and   compliance.    Workforce   issues   in    long-tem    care.    Technological
advancements in long-term care.       /

Topic 8. Populations witl) Specia] Health Needs
[dentiDing popuJations  with  special  needs.  Cułtural  competence jn caD.e delivery.  Access jssues  for

vutneral)le popuLations. Chronic disease management in special populatioTis. Mental health and substance use
services. Policy implications for special health needs populations.

Topic 9. Cost, Access, and Quatity
Defining and measuring hea]thcare costs. Access to care and health disparities. Quality of caie metrics

ind improvement.  Cost containment strategies.  Impact of policy on access and quality.  Pricing of medical
-proceduTti. The relationship between cost, qua]ity, and outcomes.

Topic 10. Healtli Policy
Health  policy  formulation  and  analysis.  Impact  of health  po]icy  on  healthcare  delivery.  Role  of

stakeholders in policy development. Policy approaches to improve health equity. Comparative health policies
across nations. Evaluatjng po]icy interventions on health outcomes.

MODULB 2. Biostatistics as a too] for ana]ysis in health care
Specificgoals
-     master the theoretical foundations, modem principles of evidence-based medicine;
-     master the theoretica] foudations ofbiostatistics;
-     detemine and analyze the main biostatistical indcators and criteria;
-     to master the methodical and theoretical foundations of the formatjon of statistjęal aggregates for their

fmer adeqmte analysis;
-     evalute the results of the analysis according to separate criteria and in relation to the factors affecting

them.

Topic 1. SociaL medicine and public hca[th as a science.
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Social medicine and public health as a science and subject of teaching. Global health trends, modem
chal]enges and threats. Healthcare systems:  strategic diTections of development.

Topic 2. Biostatistics as a methodo[ogical l)asis for ana]ysis aDd asscssment of the hea]th of the
popuLation and the health care system. Basics of evidencc>based med icine.

Methodology of analysis and assessment of population health. Definjtion of the terms "biostatistics",
"evidence-based  medicine",  "clinical  epidemiology".  The  main  stages  of the  development  of biostatistics.

Outstanding scientists and their contribution to the development ofbiostatistics. Basic principles of evidence-
based  medicine.   Triad  of  evidence-based  medicine.   Theory  and  practice  of  evidence-based  medicine.
Evidence-based medicjne and quality of clinical research. Concept of finaJ resuJts. Evidence-based medicine
and   quality   of   medica]   care.    Standardization   of   medica]   care:    clinicał   protocols,    standards   and
recommendations.

Topic 3. Metl]odologica] foundations of tl)e organizatioD of statistical research.
Methodological  foundations,  forzns  and  methods  of  statistical  observation  and  data  collection.

Accuracy of observations.
Toi]ic 4. Data tyi)es. Metliods of collectiDg statistical material.
Types  o€ data,  qualitative  and  quantitative  data.  Use  of different  measurement  scales:  absolute,

ordinal, interval, ratios.  Methods of collecting statistical material:  direct registration, copying, survey.  Types
of  questiomaires,   their   characteristics.   Marketing   and   sociological   sur`reys,   types   of  questions   in
questiomTes,problemsoforganjzingsurveysjnheamcare

Topic 5. Organization and planning of statistical rcscarcl).
TłLeoTy  and concept of statistical  observation,  stages  of its  implementation.  Planning  a  statisticaL

study. The purpose and objectives of the research.  Sources of statistical information. Object of research, unit
of observation.  Types  of research by  volume:  selective and continuous.  Concept of general  and  selective
population. Requirements for the fomation of a sample population. Types of sampling. Types of research by
time: one-moment, dynamic (pTospective and retrospective).

Topic 6. Compila(ion of sotistical research program§.
Program  of statistical  observation.  Layout  of the  registration  mark.  Grouping  of statistical  data,

methods.   values.   Types   of  groupings,   principles   of  building   statistical   groupings   and   classifications.
Comparison of statistical groupings. Concept of multidjmensional classifications. Encoding and encryption of
data`   PTogmm   for   the   development   and   compiLation   of  statistical   material.   StatisticaL   tables,   their
characteristics. Oix:s. rules for bujldjng a table layout. Methodcal basics of Teadjng amd anaJyzing tables.

Topic 7. Relative quantities. Key rules of probability.
Concept of statistical inticators, their types, foim of presentation. Absolute data, relative values, their

practical  significance.  Types  of relative  quantities  (intensive,  extensive,  relative  intensibr,  ratio,  visibility),
their caJcuJation method amd methodjcal bases of application for data ana]ysjs. Concepts and types of structure
ifmedicalandbiologicaldata,stTucturatchanges,featuesoftheiranalysis.Keyrulesofprobability.

Topic 8. Graphic metŁiods of analysis.
Graphic  methods of data analysis.  Types of diagTams (linear, columnar,  intemal  columnar,  sector,

Tadial, cartograms and cartogTams, rules for their constructjon, correctness of use. Modem methods of gTaphic
representation, infographics, animation of diagrams, interactive diagTams.

Topic 9. Average vaLues. Measurement of centra[ (endency. lndicators of variation.
Average  values  in  clinical  and  epidemiological  studies,  their  practical  significance.  Elements  and

characteristics of variational series. Average values: their types, methods of calculation, features of use. The
concept  of  variation,  its  meaning.   Variability  of population  parameteTs,  assessment  methods.  Absolute
indicators of variation (amplitude, mean square deviation) and relative indicators of variation (coefficients of
variation  and detemination),  their assessment.  Measues  of variation, concepts of distribution  laws,  their
types,  characteristics.  Estimation  of normality  of distribution,  "jumping  out"  options.  The  rule  of "thTee
sigma", jts practical use.

Topic 10. Method of standardizntiob.
Problems   of   comparison   of   statistical   indicators   in   heterogeneous   populations.    Types   of

standardization methods: direct, indirect, reverse. Characteristics ofthe stages of the standardization method.
Fomu]ation  of the  null  hypoflesis.   Selection  and  calculatjon  of the  standard.  Calculation  of expected
numbers.  Calculation  of standardized  indicators.  Null  hypothesis  testing,  evaluation  of results.  Practical
sjgnificance of the standardization method.
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Topic 11. Assessment of the probability of reseai.ch reśu]ts.
Assessment of the probability of the obtained results. Concept of intemal and extemal validity. The

:`\ el of significance of statistical criteria. Null and altemative hypotheses. Hypothesis testing. Average error
i` mean and relative vaJue. confidence jnterval. Estimation of the probability of difference:  Student's t-test,

:alculation method, its evalmtion, typical errors of use.  Paired and multiple comparisons.  NewTnan-Keułs
.-riterion, Tukey's criterion. Fisher's exact test. Peculiarities of using non-parametric criteria:  Mann-Whitney,
L{ruskal-Wallis.

Topic 12. Characteristics and analysis of statistical errors.
ErroT of the  lst and 2nd kind.  Typical mistakes at the stages of conducting research.  Random and

>`' stematic erroT.
Topic 13. Parametric metliods of probabi]ity estimation.
Selective observation as a source of statistical infomation. Average error of mean and relative value,

i`onfidence  interval.  Estimation  of the  probability  of difference:  Student's  t-test,  calculation  method,  its
evaluation. Pecu)iarities of use on sma]] samples.  Student's table.

Topic 14. Non-parametric methods of probability estimatioti.
Justification  of cases  of use  of non-parametric  assessment  methods,  their  significance.  Types  of

compared populations, their characteristics. Analysis and evaluation of results in related populations, sign test,
Wilcoxon  test.   Statistical  hypothesis  testing  for  independent  samples.   Analysis  of  qualitative  features.
Conjugation tables. Chi-square criterion, its evalLiation and practical application.

•              Topic l5. Conelatioi)-regression analysis.
Studying the relationship between quantitative variables. The concept of functional and correlational

connection.   Strength  and  direction  of communication.  Types  of correlation  coefficients.  Pearson's  ljnear
conelation coefficient, its evaluation, characteristics.  Non-parametric methods of relationship assessment -
Speaman's  rank  correlation  coefficient.  Pair  and  multfple  correlation  coefficients.  Regression  analysis,
regTession coefficient, regTession equation. Using regression analysis foT forecasting.

Topic 16. Scrics of dynamics and tl]eir analysis.
Basic rules of construction and analysis of dynamic series when studying the dynamics of medical

and  biological  phenomena.   Series  levels.   Types  of dynamics  series:   simple  and  complex,  interval  and
instantaneous. The main indicators of dynamic series anatysis: absolute growth, growth/decrease rate, gTowth
Tate.  Tł`e  main  methods  of processjng  a dynamic  series  in  order to  detemine  the  trend.  I}/namic  series
alignment methods:  least squares; variable mean, averaging on the left and right sides; increasing intervals.
Forecasting based on extrapolation of dynamics series.

Topic    17.   Epidemiological   studies   in   heaLth   care,   their   classirication.   Empirical   and
experimenta] studies.

CLassification of epidemiologicaL studies. Comparative characteristics of various types of research,
ąssessment of the degTee of evidence oftheir resu]ts. Retrospective and prospective studies. Empirical studies
(descriptive and analytical). Descriptive epidemiology: description of a single case and case series. Analytical
epidemiological studies. Cohort and case-control studjes.

Topic  18. Characteristics of experimenta]  researcti. Randomized  c]inical trials are tŁte  "gold
standard" of conducting researcl].

The pTocedure for conducting randomized clinical trials. "Gold standard".
Topic 19. Dcsign of epidemio[ogica] studies: case-control, col]ort, randomized clinical studies.
Design of epidemiological and clinical  studies.  Research ethics.  Types of design.  Types of control.

Blinding of the study. Required sample size. Selection ofthe object and research units` Inclusion and exclusion
criteria. Concepts of randomization and stTatification.

Topic 20. Scre€ning tests: characteristics and  l)asic requirements Coticept of sensitivity and
specificior .

Screening.  Assessment  of  screenjng  results.   Requirements  for  screenjng  tests.   Sensjtivity  and
specificity  of the screening test.  Relationship of sensitivity  and  specificity.  The concept of ROC  analysis.
PTognostic factors and risk factors, theiT meaning and possibi]ities of use. Detemination of risk indjcators in
a case-control study. Absolute, relative and additional population risk: method of calculation and evaluation.
The  concept  of chances  in  epidemiology.  Deteimination  of the  odds  ratio  indicator  in  a  cohort  study:
calculation method and evaluation.

Topic 21. The coticept of risk factoTs. [ndicators of risk factors.
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Risk indicators: absolute, relative and additional population risk. Odds.
Topic 22. Risk factors. Methodology for calculating risk indicators and their assessment.
Risk factors. Odds ratio indicator. Methodo]ogy of ca]culation and assessment.
Topic 23. Screening. Methodotogy for assessing the sensitivity and si)eciricity of screening tests.
Scieening. Reqrirements for screening tests. Sensitivity and specificity of the screening test: method

of calculation and assessment.
Topic 24. Overview of modern methods ofstatistical ana]ysis (dispersion. m ultivariate. cluster).
The  concept  of  one-way  analysis  of  variance  (ANOVA)  and  multi-way  analysis  of  vanance

(MANOVA). Patient survival ana]ysźs (Kaplan-Meier method). Concept of c]uster analysis.
Topic 25. Statistica[ research software atid (he procedure for prcentitig scientific papeis.
Overview of the main packages of statistical data processing (Excel, Access, Statistica, Stata, SPSS,

SAS): advantages, disadvantages, accessibility, mastery problems.
Topic 26. Information provision of epidemiological and clinical studies.
Medical  infomation:  its  components.  problems  of  infomation  search.  Databases  of  literature,

medical ljbraries. Generalization of clinical reseaTch [esults.
Toi)ic 27. Generalization of statisticat researcl) results. Systematic reviews and meta-amlysis.
Analy'tical reviews.  The concept of meta-data.  Systematic reviews and meta-analysis. The Cochrane

Collaboration: History and Activities.
Topic 28.  Medical  statistics, the role  in  tl)e analysis  of the Ł]ealth  of the popu]ation  and  the

•activityoftheŁ]ealthcaresystem.
Medical   statistics:   theoretical   foundations,   subject  and  content,   tasks,   sections.   Principles   of

constTuction  and  activity  of the  Medical  and  Statistical  Service  of Ukraine.  Center  of Medical  Statistics`
Information flows in the system of medical statistics.

Topic 29. Accounting and reporting documentation. Electronic document mamgemeDt.
Accouting  documentation.  Activities  of jnfomation  and  andytical  departments  of health  care

institutions. The concept of electronic document management in health care.
Topic 30. Databases on population bealtli. Organizntion and conduct of statistical research in

pub[ic health.
Databases on population health (Euopean and domestic databases "Hcalth for all"): desźgn, content,

capabiłitics.
Topic 31. Organization and conduct of statistica] nsearch in pul)Ijc l]ea]th.
Research activity in public health in Ukraine and abroad.
Topic 32. Use of biostatistics knowtedge in tŁie daily practice of a doctor.
The place and role ofbiostatistics in medical education and the work of a practicing physician.
Topic 33. Procedure for presenting scietitiric works.
Types of scientific works (thesis, article, methodotogical Tecommendations, monograph, textbook,•disseftation).Theorderofpresentationofscientificworks:design,publication,speech,presentation.

Topic 34. Basics of preparing a scientific publication.
The structure of scientific work (purpose, scope and methods, results of own research, conclusions).

Peculiarities of design of scientific works (presentation of data in tables, graphic images). Rules for creating
references to sources of jnfoimation. ]ist of literature.

4. STRUCTURE OF THE EDUCATI0NAL I)ISCIPLINE

No Name oftopics
Number of hous

L. PRAC. S.S.
Intotal

MODULE 1. Princii]les ofHealti Care Organization
1. Maior Characteristics ofHealthcare Delivery Service 2 6 6 14

2. Healthcare Providers and Professionals 2 6. 6 14

3. Financfnj= and Rejmbusement Methods 2 6 6 14

4. OutDatient Services and Primary Care 2 6 6 14

5. Hospitals 2 5 6 13

6. Manaf!ed Care and lntegrated Systems 2 6 6 14

7. Long-tem` Care Services 2 5 6 13
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8. PoDulations with Special Health Needs 2 6 6,lJ
9. Cost, Access, and Ouality 2 5 6 13

10. Health Policy 2 5 6 13

MODULE 2. Biostatjstics as a too] for analvsis in health care
•1. Socid medcjne and Dubljc health as a scjence 1 - - ]

'`2.
Biostatjstics as a methodological basis foT analysis and

1 1
evaluation of the hea]th of the population and the health care
System.
Basjcs of evidence-based medicine

3.
Methodo]ogjcal foundations ofthe organjzatfon of statistical

1 - - 1

research
4. Data tvDes. Methods of collecting statistical material 1 - - 1

5. Orf:anization and Dlannini: of statistical research - 6 5
`11

6. Comt}i lation of statistical research pToflams - 2 5 7
7. Relative values. Key rules of DTobabi]ity - 6 6 12

8. Graohic methods of analysis - 2 5 7

9.
Average values. Measuement of central tendency. Indicators 6

5 „
ofvariation

10. Method of standardization • 2 5 7
„_ Assessment of the t)Tobabjljtv ofresearch results 1 _ - 1

12. Characteristics and analysis of statistical errors 1 - - 1

13. Parametric methods of Drobabilitv estimation - 2 5 7
14. Non-Darametric methods of probabilitv estimation - 6 5 „
15_ Cone] ation-reźpessjon analysjs - 6 5 11

16. D`mamics series and their analvsis - 2 5 7

17.
Epidemiological studies in health care, their classification.

1 - - 1
Empirical and exDerimental studies

18.

Characteristics of experi mental research.
1 - 1Randomized clinical tria]s are the "gold standard" of

conducti" Teseaich

19.
Design of epidemiological studies: case-control, cohort, 6 6 12
randomized clinical trials

20.
Scneening tests: characteristics and basic requirements.

1 - - 1
ConceDt of sensitjvity and sDecificity

21. Concei]t of risk factors. Indicators of risk factors 1 - - 1

22.

Risk factors.
6 6 12Methodology for calculating risk indicators and their

assessment

23.
Screenmg.

6 6 12Methodo]ogy for assessing the sensitivity and specjficity of
screening tests

24.
Overview of modem methods of statistical analysis

1 - - 1

(dispersion, multivariate, c]uster)

25.
Statisticał research software ®ackages of statistical data

1 6 - 7
D]oeessin2 i)roffams )

26. Information Drovision of ei)idemioloEical and clinicaL studies 1 - - 1

27.
Generalization of statistical research results.

1 - - 1
Svstematic reviews and meta-analvsis

28.
Medical statistics, the role in the analysis of population health

1 6 - 8
and the activitv of the health care system

29. Accountin2 documentation. Electronic document manafzement 1 - - 1

30. Databases on DODulation health 1 - - 1
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3]      Organization and conduct ofstatistical research in public                   ł                                           ]
health

32. Use of biostatistics knowledEe in the daily practice of a doctor 1 - - 1

33
The order of presentation of scientific works: design,

1 - - 1

publication. si)eech, presentation
34 Basics of Dret]aring a scientific publication - 12 12 24
35 Final control - 2 10 12

Implementation of S.S. - - 10 10

In total 40 140 165 247
Note: L-lectures. PR -pTactical c]asses, S.S. -independent work of students

5. THEMATIC PI.AN OF LECTURES
No Topic tiames

1. Maior Characteristics of Healthcare Delivery Service
2. Hcalthcare Providers and PTofessionals
3. Financinjz and Reimbursement Methods
4. Outpatient Services and Primary Care
5. Hosl)itals
6. Manaj:ed Care and lnteffated Systems
7. Lonf!-teTm Care S ervices
8. Populations with Special Health Needs
9. Cost, Access, and Omlity
10. HeaLth Policy
11. ScM;ial medjcine and public health as a scjence

12.
Biostatistics as a methodo]ogical basis for analysis and eval`iation of the health of the
population and the health care system. Basics of evidence-based medicine

13. Methodological foundations of the organization of statistical research
14. Data tyDes. Methods of collecti"= statistica] material
15. Assessment of the Drobabilitv of research re§utts
16. Characteristics and analvsis of statistical erroTs

17.
Epidemiological studies in health care, their classification. Empirical (descriptive and
analytical) studies

18.
Characteristics of experimental research. Randomized clinical tnals are the "gold
standard" of conductinE research

19.
Screening tests: characteristics and basic requirements. Concept of sensitivity and
sDecificitv

20. Concept of risk factors. Indicators of risk factors
21. Overview of modem methods of statistical analysis (dispersion, multivariate. cluster)
22. Statistical research software (packages of statistical data pTocessing prof:rams)
23. Infoimation movisjon ofeł)jdemiolorical and clinjca] studjes
24. Generalization of statistical research results.  Systematic reviews and meta-analysis

25.
Medical statistics, the role in the analysis of population health and the activity of the
health care svstem

26. Accountin2 documentation. Electronic document maTiał:ement
27. Databases on poi)ulation health
28. Organization and conduct of statistical resffirch in public health
29. Use ofbiostatistics knowledge in the dailv i)ractice of a doctor
30. The order of presentation of scientific works: design. i)ublication, speech. i)resentation

6. THEMATIC PLAN 0F SEMINAR LESSONS

Seminar classes are not provided for in the cumculum.
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7. THEMATIC PLAN OF PRACTICAL LESSONS

-

N0
Topic names

L Maior Characteri stics of Healthcai.e Delivery Service
2. HealthcaTe Providers and Professionals
3. Financing and Reimbusement Methods
4. Outpatient Services and Primary Care
5. Hospitals
6. Mamf!ed Care and lntemted Systems
7. Lon2-term Care Services
8. Populations with Special Health Needs
9. Cost, Access, and Quality
10. Health Polźcy
11. OTEmization and plannin2 of statisticd Tesearch
12 ComT)j lat]on of statistical researcli progTams
13. Relative values. Kev rules of probabilitv
14. Graphic methods of analvsis
15. Average values. Measurement of central tendency. Indicators of variation
16. Method of standardization
17. Parametric methods of Drobabil ity estimation
18. Non-parametric methods of probabilitv estimation
19. Conelati on-regress ion analv sis
20. Ihrnamics series and theźr analvsis
21. Desifm of et)idemioloEical studies: case-control, cohort, randomized clinicaL tnals
22. Risk factors. Methodolofl for calculatin2 risk indicators and theiT assessment
23. Screeninf=. Methodology for assessing the sensitivity and specificity of screeninf! tests.
24. Basics of i)reparing a scientific t)ublication
25. Final moduLar control

8. THEMATIC PLAN OF LABORATORY LESSONS
Laboratory classes are not included in the curriculum.

9. THEMATIC PLAN OF HYDEPENDENT WORK OF STUDENTS
No Toi)ic Dames
1. Maior Characteristics of HeaLthcare Delivery Service
2. Healthcare Providers and Professionals
3. Financin2 and Reimbusement Methods
4. Outpatient Services and Primarv Care
5. Hospitals
6. Manaf:ed Care and lntefpated Systems
7. Long-term Care Services
8. Populations rith Special Health Needs
9. Cost, Access, and Oualitv
10. Health Policv
11. Theoretical pretmratjon for practicd c]asses
12 OrEanization and Dlanning of statistical research
13. Comi)ilation of statistical research t)rograms
14. Relatjve values. Kev ruJes of probabilitv
15. Graphc methods of ana]vsis

16.
Average values. Measurement ofcentral tendency.
Indicators of vari ation
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17.     Method ofstandardization
18. Parametric methods of Drobability estimation
19. Non-Darametric methods of Drobability estimation
20. Corielation-rejgession analysjs
21. I}rnamics series and their ama[vsis
22. Design of eoidemiological studies: case-control, cohort, randomized clinical tnals
23. Risk factors. Methodology for calculating risk indicators and their assessment

24.
Screening.
Methodoto=y for assessinf: the sensitivity and stx3cificity of scTeeni": tests.

25. Basics of preDarine a scientific Dublication

26.
PerfQmance of students' independent work "Implementation of evidence
medicine into practical activitv"

27. PreDaration for the finaL control
Note. Accordjng to the injtial program. students are not expected to master indivźdua] topźcs independently
(given the ride range of topics of lectues and practical classes, a significant number of hours, especially
lectures,  and  the  complexity  of the  material).  Therefore,  the  majority  of hours  for  independent  work  are
devoted to theoretical preparation for practical classes.

J                                                                 10. INDIVIDUAL TASKSlndividua] lessons are not provided for in the curriculum.

11. PFLACTICAL SKILLS
Acquiring practical skills is not provided for in the curnculum.

12. mDlvmuAL TASKS
FOR sTUDENTs To PERFORna INDEPENDENT WORK

1.  Matemal  mortality  as  an  important  indicator  of population  health:  main  causes  and  trends  in
Ukraine.

2.  Modem  characteristics  of  infectious  disease  in  the  population  of  Ukraine:  main  trends  and
problems. HIV and AIDS in Ukraine: current situation, ways to oveTcome problems.

3. Emergency sjtuations in the fie]d of public hea]th. Bjoterrorism.
4.  Analysis of the dynamics of tuberculosis incidence in the population in Ukraine:  main trends and

problems.
5. Modem characteristics of the incidence of diseases of the circulatory system in the population of

Ukrajne: causes and consequences of modem trends.
•               6.  Modem characteristics of the  incidence of malignant neoplasms  in  the  population of Ukraine:

causes and consequences of modem trends.
7. Tobacco, alcohol and dmg use is a social and medical problem of society: the situation in Ukraine

and ways to solve it.
8. Analysis ofthe dynamics of diabetes incidence in Ukraine: main trends and problems.
9. Analysis of the dynamics of injury indjcators in Ukrine and the countries of the woTld. Features

and types of mumatization of children and adults.
10. The state of health of the population affected by the accident at the Chemobyl nuclear power plant

- current trends.
1 1. Prevention and intersectoral cooperation in the public health system.
12.  ChźLracteristics of a person's lifestyłe and its components.  InflLłence of lifestyle, behavioral risk

factoTs on the hea]th of the population of Ukrajne.
13.   Characteristics   of  the   state   of  the   environment   and   its   components.   The   influence   of

environmental factors on the health of the population of ukraine. Ecological public health.
14. Health promotion. Informational and explanatory activities (advocacy) as a component ofmedical

prevention.
15.  April 7 -World Health Day:  slogan of the current year, events held to celebrate World Health

Day in the world and in Ukraine.
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Fa Perfoming independent work by  students involves the preparation of a presentation on this topic
mandatoiy performance (defense of the work) at a practical session.

13. TEACHING METHODS
1. Verbal (lectuTe, explanatjon, stoiy, conversation, fnstmction).
2. Visual (observation, illustTation, demonstration).
3.  Practical  (various  types  of exercises,  performing  graphic  works,  carrying  out  an  experment,

practice).
eeacl)iDg metl)ods are also used during the educational process :
exi)lamtorv-illustrative or infbrmation-receDtive  .  which  invołves  the  presentation  of ready-made

infomation by the teacher and its assimilation by students;
reDroductive , which is based on the perfomance of various tasks according to the model;
method of oroblem  oresentation  ,  which consists  h the  fact that the teacher poses a problem and

solves it himself, demonstrating the contradictions that characterize the learning process, while the students'
task is to control the sequence of presentation of the material, the materialięy of the evidence, predicting the
ne}n steps of the teacher; this method is implemented by training students in problem situations with the aim
of successflil preliminary preparation for fiiture work in real conditions of practical medical institutions;

Dartiallv search or heuristic ` aimed at mastenng indiv]dual elements of seaTch activity, for example:
the teacher fomiulates a problem, students - a hypothesis;

J               nesearch. the essence of which is the teacher's organization of students' search and creative activity
by posing new pTobleTns and pToblematic tasks;

methods  that  ensure  oerceDtion  and  assimilatLon  of knowledQe  by  students  (lectures,  independent
work, instruction, consultation);

methods of aDDlvine knowledee and acauirim and consolidatim abilities and skills (practical classes,
control tasks);

methods of checkim! and evałuatim! knowledEe , abnities and skills.

14. CoNTROL nmTHODS
Preliminary (incoming) control serves as a means of identif}ring the existing level of knowledge of

students for their LLse by the teacher in a practicat session as orientation in the complexity of the tnateriaL lt is
conducted in order to assess the strength of knowledge and to detemjne the degree of perceptjon  of new
educational material.

Current  control  -  control  of independent  work  of students  regarding  the  study  of educationa]
materials. It is caTried out at each practical Lesson in accondance with the specific goals of the topic in order to
check the degree and quality of mastering the studied material.  In all practical classes, objective control of
theoTetical preparation and mastering of practical skiLts is appLied in ordeT to check the student's readiness for-the  class.  In  the  process  of ongoing  control,  the  student's  independent  woric  is  evaluated  in  terms  of the

completeness  of tasks,  the  level  of assimilation  of educational  materials,  mastering  of practical  skills  of
analytical and research work, etc.

BoundaTy (thematic) controL masteripg the chapter (subchapter) takes place after completing the
study of the block of relevant topics thTough testing and/or oral interview and/or perfomance of structured
tasks.  Thematic control  is an  indicator of the qualibr  of studying the topics  of the discipline's  sections  and
students'  assimiłation  of practical  skills,  as  well  as  the  related  cognitive,  methodical,  psychological  and
organizational qualities of students. It is held in a specialb designated - final - session.

Intemediate coi)tpol consists  in  evaluating  students'  assimilation  of educational  material  on  the
basis of their peTformance of certain types of work h practical (seminar) classes for a certain period.  It is
conducted in the fom of a semester credit at the ]ast practical (seminar) class h the semester.

Final control performs a control flinctjon, is carried om for the purpose of evaluatmg the results of
training at a certain educational and qualification  level or at individual completed stages.  It is conducted in
the fom of a test, a difićrentiated test or an exam in order to establish the content of students' knowledge in
terms of volume. quality and depth, as well as the ability to apply them in practical activities. During the final
control, the results of the completion of all types of educational work according to the structure of the work
progTam are taken into account.
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15. CALCULATION SCHEME AND DISTRIBUTI0N OF P0INTS
During the assessment of mastery of each topic for the cuiTent educational activity, the student is

given grades on a 4-point (national) grading scale.  At the same time, all types of work provided for by the
djscipline program aTe taken into account. The student must receive a gTade źn each topic. Estimates given on
a traditional scate are converted into points. The final grade foT the cuirTent educational activity is recognized
as an arithmetic average (the sum of grades for each class is divided by the number ofclasses in the semester)
and is converted into points according to table  1.

The  maximum  number of points  that  a  student  can  score  for the  curTent  educational  activity  for
admission to the exam is  120 points.

The minimum  number of points that a student must score for the cuiTent educational activity  for
admission to the exam is 72 points. The calculation of the number of points is carried out on the basis of the
grades received by the student on a 4-point (national) scale during the study of the discipline, by calculating
the arithmetic mean (CA), rounded to two decimal places.

Table 1
Reca[culation of the average grade

for current activity in a multi-Doint scale
4-point 200-point 4-point 200-point 4-point 200-point 4-point 200-point

scale scale scale scale scale scale scale scale
15 200 4.47 179 3.94 158 3.42 137

4.97 199 4.45 178 3.92 157 3,4 136

4.95 198 4.42 177 3.89 156 3.37 135

4.92 197 4.4 176 3.87 155 3.35 134

4.9 196 4.37 175 3.84 154 3.32 133

4.87 195 4.35 174 3.82 153 3.3 132

4.85 194 4.32 173 3.79 152 3.27 131

4.82 193 4.3 172 3.77 151 3.25 130

4.8 192 4.27 171 3.74 150 3.22 129

4.77 191 4.24 170 3.72 149 3.2 128

4.75 190 4.22 169 3.7 148 3.17 127

4.72 189 4.19 168 3.67 147 3.15 126

4.7 188 4.17 167 3.65 146 3.12 125

4.67 187 4.14 166 3.62 145 3.1 124

4.65 186 4.12 165 3.6 144 3.07 123

4.62 185 4.09 164 3.57 143 3.05 122

4.6 184 4.07 163 3.55 142 3.02 121

4.57 183 4.04 162 3.52 141 3 120

4.55 182 4.02 161 3.5 140 Less than3 Not enough
4.52 181 3.99 160 3.47 139

4.5 180 3.97 159 3.45 138

Asscssment of individual stt]dent tasks.
Points  for individual  tasks  are awarded only  under conditions of their successfi]l  completion and

defense. The number of points awarded for different types of individual tasks depends on their volume and
importance, but no more than  10-12  points.  They  aTe added to the sum of points  scored by  the student in
classes during the curTent educational activity. In no case can the total amount for the current activźty exceed
1 20 points-

Assessment of students' se[f study work.
Students' independent work, which js provided for by the topic of the lesson along with classroom

work, is evaluated during the current control of the topic in the corresponding ]esson. The mastery of topics
that are presented only for independent work is checked during the final module contról.

The maximum number of points that a student can score during the exam is 80 points.
The evaluation of the final control is considered passed if the student scored at least 60% of the

maxjmum number of points (for a 200-point scale -at least 50 points).
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Detemining the number of points a student has scored in a discipline: the number ofpoints a student
has scored in a discipline is detemined as the sum of points for the current educational activity and for the
final control (exam).

Conversion of the number of pints from the discipline into grades on the ECTS scale and on the
fou-pojnt (tradtional) scale

Subject scores are independently  converted to both the ECTS  scale  and the national  assessment
scale, but not vice versa (table 2).

Table 2
Recalculation of tl)e average grade

for current activity in a mu]ti-point scale
4-point 120-point 4-point 120-point 4-point 120-point 4-point 120-point

scale scale scale scale scale scale scale scale
5 120 4.45 107 3.91 94 3.37 81

4.95 119 4.41 106 3.87 93 3.33 80
4.91 118 4.37 105 3.83 92 3.29 79
4.87 117 4.33 104 3.79 91 3.25 78
4.83 116 4.29 103 3.74 90 3.2 77
4.79 115 4.25 102 3.7 89 3.16 76
4.75 114 4.2 101 3.66 88 3.12 75

4.7 113 4.16 100 3.62 87 3.08 74
4.66 112 4.12 99 3.58 86 3.04 73
4.62 „t 4.08 98 3.54 85 3 72
4.58 110 4.04 97 3.49 84 Less than3 Notenou8h
4.54 109 3.99 96 3.45 83
4.5 108 3.95 95 3.41 82

FE
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Evaluation criteria
according to the traditional 4-point and ECTS scale

Sco]e in points
Ratingbynationalsca]e

Ratin8accordingtotheECTS scale

] 80-200 Perfectly A
160-1 79

Fine
8

150-159 C
130-149

Satisfactorily
D

120-129 E
50- 1 19

Unsatisfactorily
FX

0-49 F

Evaluation criteria.
During the eva]uation of the masteTy of each topic for the current educational  activity, the higher

education  applicant  is  given  grades  according  to  the  national  (traditional)  scale,  taking  into  account  the
approved eva)uation criteria:

grade "excelLent" (5) - the student flawlessly masteTed the theoretical material of the topic of the
tesson.  demonstrates  deep  and  comprehensive  knowledge  of the  relevant  topic,  the  main  provisions  of

•scientific primary sources and recommended literatue, thinks logically and constructs an answer, freely uses
the  acquired  theoretical  knowledge  when  analyzing  practical  material,  expresses  his  attitude  to  certain
problems, demonstrates a high level of assimilation of practical skills;

grade "good" (4) -the student has well mastered the theoretical material of the ]esson, has the main
aspects ftom primaTy sources and recommended liteTature, presents it in a reasoned way; possesses practical
skills. expresses his thoughts on certain problems, but ceTtajn jnaccuiacies and eiTors are assumed jn the logic
ofthe presentation of theoretical content or in the perforinance of practical sLills;

grade  "satisfactory"  (3)  -  the  student  has  basically  mastered  the  theoretical  knowledge  of the
subject, orients himself in primaTy sources and recommended literatue, but answers unconvincingly, confuses
concepts, additjonal  questions cause the student uncertajnty  or lack  of stable knowledge;  when answering
questioTLs of a practical natue, reveals inaccuracies in knowledge, does not know how to evaluate facts and
phenomena, coimect them vrith fimire activities, makes mistakes when perfoming practical skills;

rating "unsatisfactory" (2) -the student has not mastered the educational material of the topic, does
not know scientific facts, definitions, hardly orients himself in primary sources and recommended literature,
lacks scientific thinking, practical skills are not fomed.

Estimates gjven on a traditional scale are converted into points. The minimum numbeT of points that
id student must score for the cunent academic activity per semester for admjssion to the exam is 120 points.

16. CONCLUSION QUESTI0NS
MODULAR CONTROL

1.     Healthcare delivery systems evolved over the past century.
2.     Key differences between various global healthcare delivery models
3.     Different healthcaTe providers play in an interprofessional care team.
4.     Primary care play in the prevention and management ofchronic diseases.
5.     Essential functions of hospitals within the healthcare system.
6.     Theory and concept ofstatjstical observation, stages ofits implementation.
7.     Design ofc]inical and epidemiołogical studies.
8.     Techno]ogy changed the landscape oflong-tem care.
9.     Health policy formulation impact the deliveTy of healthcare services.
10.   Role of comparative health policy analysis in improving health outcomes.
11.   Sources of statistical information.
12.   Grouping of statistical data.
13.   Statistical tabLes, theiT characteristics, types, construction rules.
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14.   Selective observation as a source of statistical information.
15.   Types of statistical monitoring of time and completeness of accounting.
16.   Methods of collecting statistical material.
17.   Absolute data. Types of relative values.
18.   Graphjcal methods of data ana]ysis. Types of djagTams. ruJes for their construction.
19.   Average values  in clinical and epidemiological  studies, their types,  practical  significance,  calculation

methods.
20.   The concept of variation, its meaning. Variability of population parameters, assessment methods.
21.   Assessment of the probabi]ity of research results. Parametric criterion for assessing the probabi]ior of

the Student.
22.   Justification  of cases  of use  of non-parametric  methods  of probabi]ity  estimation.  The  concept  of

comected and independent aggregates.
23.   Functional and correlational relationship. Types of correlation coefficients.
24.   RegTession analysis, regression coefficient, regression equation.
25.   Methods of standardjzation, stages ofthe direct method of standardjzation.
26.   Basic  ruleś  of cónstTuction  and  analysis  of dynamic  series.  Methods  of equalizing  dynamic  series,

concepts of extrapolation and interpolation.
27.   Concept of risk in epidemiological studies. The main risk factors affecting health.
28.   Rjsk indicators, odds ratio indjcator, calculatjon and eva]ution method.

`.  29.   Basic principles and provisions of clinical epidemiology. Hierarchy of clinical research evidence.
30.   Concept of nult hypothesis. Statistical hypothesjs testing. Er[ors of the first and second kind.
31.   Screening. Basic characteristics of screening tests.  Specificity and sensitivity of the screening test.
32.   Empirical and experimental epidemiological studies. The "gold standard" of research.
33.   Evidence-based medicine. History, main provisions, principles, areas of application.
34.   Types ofdata. The concept of measuement scales.
35.   The concept of systematic Teviews and meta-analysis.
36.   Subject  and  tasks  of medical  statistics.   Organization  of  the  medical  statistics  service  in  Ukraine.

Electronic document management.
37.   Tasks  of the  infomation  and  analytical  department  of the  health  caTe  jnstitution.  Tlie  concept  of

accounting and Teporting doctimentation.
38.   Basics of pTeparing a scientific publjcation

LI

17. MEANS OF IMPLEMENTATION
CURRENT ANI) FINAL CONTROL

1. Test questions for topics of pTactical classes.
2. Test questions of the final module control.
3. List of theoretical questions for the final modular control.
4. Tasks for current control of knowledge.
5. Tasks for final control of knowledge.
6. List of tasks for independent work.
7. Lectue notes.
8.  Study guide for practical classes.
9.  Study guide for students' independent work.

18. RECoMI`mNDED LITERATURE
BASIC aMLAIN):

1.    Bohmer.  RichaTd  M.  J. Designing care  :  a]igning the nature and management of health careBoston,
Mass.  :  Harvard Business Press, cop. 2009 -x, 261  s. ISBN:978-1422l-7560-6 (inb.)

2.    Christensen,  Claylon  M.;  Grossman,  Jerome  H.;  Hwang,  Jason  The  imovator's  prescription  :   a
disruptive solution for health care New York : MCGraw-Hill, cop. 200

INFORMATI0N RESOURCES
1. World Health Organization www.who.int.
2. European database "Health for all" www.euo.who.invm/home.
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3. Cochrane Center for Evidence-Based Medicine www.cebm.net.
4. Cochrane Library www.cochrane.org .
5. US National Libraiy of Medicine -h4EDLINE www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PubMed
6. Canadian Center for Evidence in Health www.cche.net .
7. CenteT foT Disease Control and Prevention www.cdc.gov .
8. Public Health Center of the Ministry ofHealth ofukraine www.phc.org.ua.
9. British Medical Joumal www.bmj.com .
10. Joumal of Evidence-Based Medicine www.evidence-basedmedicine.com.
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